
\Visualization in Curved Spaetimes:I. Visualization of Objets via FourdimensionalRay-Traing"Hans-Peter NollertComputational Physis, Institut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik,Universit�at T�ubingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 T�ubingennollert�tat.physik.uni-tuebingen.deU. KrausComputational Physis, Institut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik,Universit�at T�ubingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 T�ubingenH. RuderComputational Physis, Institut f�ur Astronomie und Astrophysik,Universit�at T�ubingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 T�ubingenMarh 28, 2000AbstratA possibility for the visualization of arbitrary objets in urved spae-times is the omputation of an image as a realisti observer would seeit. We present this approah �rst in the ontext of speial relativity. Inpartiular, we disuss the `apparent geometry' of a moving objet and thee�ets on the spei� intensity that is seen by the observer. We exam-ine the possibility of using polygon shading as an alternative tehniquewhih is simpler than a full ray-traing approah. In general relativity, nosuh shortut is possible, and we have to expliitly integrate the paths ofall photons reahing the observer. The resulting image is therefore deter-mined not only by the objet itself, but also by the spaetime surroundingthis objet. In addition, the observer may now have to be desribed ina general relativisti ontext. We also disuss the possibility of inludinggeneral relativisti ray-traing in onventional ray-traing software. Asexamples, we present pitures of a thin dis around a Kerr blak hole andof Einstein rings. We also mention astrophysial onsequenes of the dis-tortion of images as they our for light urves of X-ray pulsars or spetrameasured for aretion disks around ompat objets. Examples for pi-tures and animations an be found on the world wide web, our home pageis http://www.tat.physik.uni-tuebingen.de.1



1 IntrodutionLiving in an essentially at spaetime, we have not had the possibility to de-velop an intuition for the interpretation of pereptions, in partiular of visualimpressions, of objets in urved spaetimes. This is a major stumbling blokfor an intuitive grasp of the meaning of results in General Relativity. This istrue for people who are not trained in General Relativity, but to some extent,it also onerns the hard-ore relativist.One possibility to train our intuition is using omputers to model objetsin urved spaetimes and to reate images of them as we would see them if weeither had suÆiently large telesopes, or ould get lose enough ourselves, toatually look at them in nature. Using this approah on simple objets, suh asspheres, ubes, rings, et., an help us train our intuition for interpreting suhimages. Using it on atual results of omputations in numerial relativity willthen enable us to interpret the results we have obtained, or they an help us inthe diagnostis of the programs we develop.2 Ray-Traing Speial RelativityWe will atually start with speial relativity, i.e. the visualization of objets inat, fourdimensional spaetime. We will see that there are many basi oneptsas well as tehnial diÆulties whih an be disussed in this somewhat simplersetting, without obsuring them by the additional diÆulties introdued bygeneral relativity.In fat, it is far from trivial to get the orret idea what an objet movingat relativisti speed will atually look like to an observer. Einstein [1℄ himselfdoes not seem to have realized the di�erene between measuring an objet in amoving frame of referene, and looking at it. Gamov [2℄ atually gave a wrongdesription of what the world around us would look like if the speed of lightwere muh lower than it really is.If images are atually obtained by ray-traing, then the oneptual di�ereneto 'onventional' ray-traing in Newtonian spae is not really dramati. Photonsstill travel on straight lines, but sine they now travel at a �nite veloity, we haveto keep trak of time while traing the rays and looking at their intersetionswith objets in the sene. Of ourse, an appropriate Lorentz transformationmust be used to obtain diretions, spei� intensities, et. in the rest frame ofthe objets. This approah has been used to reate images of several geometrialobjets moving at relativisti speeds [3℄.2.1 Geometrial appearaneComplete ray-traing an give us a realisti image with all relevant e�ets in-luded, but it is very expensive in terms of omputational resoures. If we are2



mainly interested in the geometry of the sene, we may settle for a simplerand muh more eÆient approah, i.e. polygon shading. In this tehnique,objets are desribed as a olletion of luminous polygons, exluding exteriorlight soures. EÆient algorithms are available for projeting these polygonsonto the sreen, determining obstrutions from view by intervening polygons,and for �nding their shade for the resulting piture. Some of these funtionsmay even be performed by speialized hardware, resulting in onsiderably higherspeed for the whole proedure.In a sense, we settle for a diagram, rather than a realisti image, of the sene.However, the threedimensional struture an be emphasized by using textureand non-isotropi emission harateristi on the surfaes. This an also rereatean impression similar to exterior light soures, espeially a di�use, ambient sortof lighting.However, this approah is essentially stati: Light rays are not followed alongtheir paths, the sene does not move itself, but the observer may regard it fromdi�erent perspetives and distanes. How an the e�et of a �nite speed of light,the fat that time plays an important role now, be inorporated into suh anapproah?We will see that it is indeed possible to transform the given geometry ofsome sene into another one in suh a way that the e�ets of motion relativeto the observer, together with the �nite speed of light, an be inluded in thisstati approah. This will permit the use of polygon-shading at least for somevisualization problems in speial relativity.2.1.1 Hyperboli transformation, apparent positionsImagine, say, a lattie, onsisting of spheres and beams onneting them, passingover a amera. The amera shall take pitures at a very high shutter speed, suhthat the lattie moves very little during the time that the shutter is open for agiven piture. We an therefore assume that the photons making up one piturehave arrived at the amera at the same time. It is lear that photons omingfrom di�erent points on the lattie had to be emitted at di�erent instanes intime, beause they have a di�erent distane to travel from their emission untilreahing the amera. This is true both in the referene system of the lattie andin that of the observer. Using the Lorentz transformation and the traveling timefor photons oming from di�erent points on the lattie, we an then omputethe points in spae where the photons making up the piture have been emitted.The results for di�erent speeds have been given in [4℄, they are shown in Fig. 1.A thin rod traveling straight towards the observer, with its axis along thediretion of travel, will appear elongated while it is approahing, and stronglyontrated when it is reeding. If it is aligned perpendiularly to the line oftravel, it will assume the shape of a hyperbola. The shape of any other objetan be transformed in the same way, of ourse, if we regard the lattie as aoordinate system for this objet. 3
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Figure 1: Apparent shape of a lattie passing over an observer B at di�erentspeeds.The general formula for this transformation isx =  �x0 � �p�02 + x02� =  (x0 � �r0)� = �0 ; (1)where � = v= and  = 1=p1� �2; x and � = py2 + z2 are measured in theobserver's frame, x0 and �0 in the rest frame of the lattie. The oordinatesystems are aligned suh that x = 0 oinides with x0 = 0 for �0 = 0; theobserver is positioned at the enter of his referene frame.Note that a ruler aligned vertially to the diretion of travel, given by (x0 =onst; �0), will appear to the observer as having the shape of a hyperbola (x; �):(x� x0)2�22x02 � �2x02 = 1 : (2)4



Given the desription of some objet in its rest frame, all we have to do nowis to transform the positions of its de�ning points aording to (1). The trans-formed objet an then be used as input for a onventional rendering programto reate pitures as seen by our hypothetial amera. Animated sequenes maybe produed as well if the transformation (1) is redone every time the positionof the objet relative to the amera hanges. Note that the transformation alsodepends on the diretion of travel relative to the diretion of observation.Two examples obtained with this tehnique are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Theapparent rotation of the ube is disussed further in setion 2.1.3. Note thatthe bak side (green olor) of the Brandenburg gate is already visible while theamera is still inside the gate, faing forward.2.1.2 Meaning of the apparent shapeWe should pause for a moment and ask the question what the meaning ofthis apparent shape of the lattie, or any other objet, really is. Let us �rstsummarize what it is not:� It does not show the positions of the points as measured in the observer'srest frame.� It is not the lattie as we would atually see it from the side, i.e. from theperspetive hosen for Fig. 1.� It is not what the observer at B would atually see: A rod aligned withthe diretion of movement is seen as a point, a rod aligned perpendiularlyto it is seen as a line.� It is not what an intelligent observer would reonstrut from the imagehe sees: An intelligent observer knows about speial relativity and, givenenough information, reonstruts the true shape of the objet in its ownrest frame.The apparent shape is the olletion of points (in the rest frame of theobserver) where any one of those photons has been emitted whih make upthe piture seen by the observer at a given instane. Sine the emission is aspaetime event, it is possible to give this apparent shape a physial, observablemeaning by the following onstrution:Suppose we ould identify eah photon that enters the amera at a givenmoment, e.g. by giving eah photon a unique frequeny. Suppose we have�lled the spae that the lattie traverses with detetors whih are at rest withrespet to the observer. These detetors store the information whih photonshave been emitted in their viinity. For eah photon in the piture, we �nd thedetetor whih saw it being emitted, and make this detetor raise a ag. Allthe detetors with raised ags then make up the 'apparent shape' of the lattiewhih is depited in Fig. 1. The observer ould then leave his �xed position and5



Figure 2: Pitures of a ube passing a amera non-entrally, taken when theube appears at its losest distane to the amera. The side of the ube faingthe amera is olored green, the bak side (with respet to the diretion ofmotion) is olored yellow. The veloity (from left to right and top to bottom)is v � 0, v = 0:5, v = 0:9, and v = 0:99.
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Figure 3: Passing through the Brandenburg gate (Berlin, Germany). The dif-ferent sides of the gate have been given distintive olors in order to identifythem more easily. On the left, the amera is moving at a non-relativisti speed;the bottom piture shows a look bakwards towards the bak side of the gate.In the middle and on the right, the amera moves at v = 0:99.
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view this (stati) arrangement of detetors from any position and any diretionhe hooses.2.1.3 Projetion and �eld of viewThe proess of projeting the threedimensional sene onto a twodimensionalimage an ause deeptions as well. In the sene (Fig. 2) where a ube passes theobserver non-entrally at some distane, the impression is that the ube is notstrethed or ontrated, but mostly rotated. However, when we regard the ubeas a part of the lattie in Fig. 1, we realize that it annot be rotated. Rather, itappears sheared along the diretion of travel. For the setup skethed in Fig. 4,Fig. 5 shows how the apparent shape of the ube (left), when projeted on theimage plane, gives the same piture as a ube whih is not distorted, but merelyrotated (right). The ube in Figs. 4 and 5 is assumed to be small relative to itsdistane from the amera. The moment of observation is hosen suh that theapparent image of the ube is seen in a diretion perpendiular to its diretionof motion, but the same general argument applies for an arbitrary ombinationof diretions.
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Figure 4: A ube passing a amera.Finally, the �eld of view we use an have a profound inuene: With a�sh-eye lens, we will obtain e�ets whih look very similar to the ones we haveseen here. In order to exlude arti�ial e�ets aused by using an inappropriateperspetive or amera size, one should always reord a sene at non-relativistispeeds in order to use it as a standard against whih the relativisti sene an8



CameraCameraFigure 5: Projetion e�et for the ube passing a amera.be judged.2.2 LightingIn the last setion, we have disussed the geometry of the pitures that weobtain. In order to see anything, we need light. In order to obtain the pitures ofthe last setion, we assumed that all objets in the sene are self-luminous, withan isotropi emission. All e�ets of objets being illuminated by other partsof the sene, or of the spetral shift and the intensity hange of the emittedradiation due to the Doppler e�et, have been negleted. For realisti (andmore impressive) images, however, we will have to take into aount the e�etsof exterior light soures as well as the Doppler e�et on the radiation emittedor reeted by the sene.2.2.1 Spetral shiftThe relativisti Doppler e�et shifts the frequeny of emitted radiation for anapproahing or reeding objet aording to:�=�0 = 1� � os �p1� �2 (3)where � is the angle between the diretion of movement and the diretion ofobservation. If the objet is moving diretly towards or away from the observer(� = �; 0), then�=�0 =s1� �1� � = 2:000 (0:5000) � = 0:60 app. (re.)9



= 6:245 (0:1601) � = 0:95 app. (re.) (4)= 14:11 (0:0709) � = 0:99 app. (re.)If the objet is emitting monohromatially somewhere in the visible range ofthe spetrum, then its image will be shifted towards the ultraviolet when it isapproahing, and towards the infrared when it is reeding. Even at a mildlyrelativisti speed, it may ompletely disappear from the visible range of thespetrum. In order to keep the objet visible for the whole time, it has to havea ontinuous spetrum (e.g. a Plank spetrum) with onsiderable intensity inthe ultraviolet and in the infrared.2.2.2 Intensity shiftAlong with the spetral shift due to the relativisti Doppler e�et omes ahange in the spei� intensity. This hange an easily be omputed sineI��3 = onst. (5)is an invariant salar along the path of any photon.Using (5), in order to ompare the brightness of an objet when it is ap-proahing vs. when it is reeding, we have to keep in mind that we ompareintensities at di�erent observed frequenies, i.e. at those determined by (3). Ifwe keep the observed frequeny �xed, we may assume a spetrum whih is atover the relevant range, or we take into aount how the (emitted) intensitydepends on the frequeny. Using the values of (4), we see that even for a mildlyrelativisti speed of v= = 0:6, the ratio of the intensity of the approahing tothat of the reeding objet is 64! This will make it impossible to display theintensity hange realistially without losing almost all the resolution in bright-ness that a omputer sreen o�ers. The situation beomes worse for a higherspeed, of ourse.2.2.3 The inuene of aberrationThe diretion of a plane wave emitted by a moving objet is tilted towards the(forward) diretion of motion. Therefore, radiation emitted (or reeted) by anobjet will be foussed towards the line of motion in the forward diretion andspread away from it in the bakward diretion. This beaming results in a hangeof intensity in a given diretion. This hange, however, is already overed by(5). Therefore, all we need to know is the relativisti Doppler shift for a lightray reahing the observer from a given diretion.Conversely, if a light soure is at rest with respet to the observer, then amoving objet will see it loser to the forward diretion of motion than it appearsin the observer's frame. Within our approah of \hyperboli transformation (1)+ polygon shading", we an take this hange of diretion into aount if we10



restrit ourselves to point soures at in�nity: We just have to move eah lightsoure to the position it would have in the objet's rest frame. The beaming oflight emitted (or reeted) by the objet, on the other hand, has to be inludedseparately, even for an objet whih emits radiation isotropially in its restframe. The invariant intensity (5) an be used for this purpose.2.2.4 Obstrutions and ShadowsUsually, parts of a sene are obstruted from view by other parts. In addition,one part of a sene might blok light from an exterior light soure from reahinganother part of the sene. The `transformation approah' we desribed in thelast setion will orretly inlude obstrution, but not shadows: shadows anonly be treated orretly by a full ray-traing approah. This is also true, ofourse, of light that is reeted by one objet and illuminates another.3 Ray-Traing General RelativityIn speial relativity, light rays an still be onsidered straight lines in at spae-time. This is di�erent in general relativity, and therefore, the paths of allphotons reahing an observer will have to be integrated expliitly, using thegeodesi equation. The resulting image is therefore determined not only by theobjet itself, but also by the spaetime surrounding this objet.A general relativist will probably be quite happy with the possibility ofvisualizing relativisti e�ets of the results of numerial alulations. A moreastrophysially minded person might ask, however, if it would not be better tobuild telesopes powerful enough to atually look at an objet like an X-raypulsar in nature. In Table 1 we give the neessary aperture of an ideal telesope(one whose resolution is limited by di�ration) needed to resolve a ten kilometerobjet at various typial distanes. It is obvious that suh a telesope annotbe realized for objets whih are outside our own solar system.Also, urrent tehnology does not allow us to take a loser look by travelingto objets outside our own solar system, and this is likely to remain the samefor at least several thousand years to ome. Therefore, the omputer is the onlytelesope, and the only spaeship, that will allow us to have a good look at, say,the X-ray pulsar Her X-1.3.1 RequirementsThe requirements for a universal general relativisti visualization ode are thefollowing:We want to be able to work in any metri. In partiular, this means a metriwithout any symmetry, whih may also be time dependent. If the metri is theresult of a numerial alulation, it may be given in terms of numerial data ona (possibly irregular) lattie. 11



Distane Telesope aperture20 000 km Australia 1 mm400 000 km Earth { Moon 20 mm80 million km Earth { Mars 4 m4 billion km Earth { Neptune 200 m4� 1013 km = 4 ly. Nearest star 2 000 km400 light years Cosmi neighborhood 200 000 km12 000 light years X-ray pulsar Her X-1 6 million kmTable 1: Telesope apertures neessary for a di�ration limited resolution of aten kilometer objet for some typial osmi distanes.We want a resolution whih orresponds to that of a standard omputermonitor, i.e. about 10002 pixels. Sine realisti, astrophysial systems willgenerally arry information about spei� intensity, we should have about 3� 8bit olor resolution. Lukily, the null geodesis of photons do not depend onthe energy of the photon, so we don't have to ompute several paths for onepixel. On the other hand, spetral hanges due to gravitational redshift andDoppler shift have to be taken into aount expliit For an animated sequeneof, say, 24 frames per seond and a duration of 1 minute, more than 109 lightrays have to be integrated and intersetions with objets in the sene have tobe heked. To our knowledge, presently no suh fully universal ode exists.If it did, it would require too muh CPU time to generate sequenes in anaeptable time. Therefore, ompromises based on symmetries have to be madeand adaptive tehniques have to be used in order to redue the omputationalresoures that are required. Sine individual light rays don't inuene eahother, parallelization is also a promising possibility.3.2 Geodesi equationPhotons follow null geodesis in the given spaetime:�x� + ���� _x� _x� = 0 : (6)The immediate onsequene is that there are no simple `triks' suh as thetransformation (1) in speial relativity any more. It will be neessary to expli-itly follow the path of eah photon. Therefore, algorithms like polygon shadingwill not be appliable any more, and a full ray-traing, or at least ray-asting,approah is required.A related problem onerns the de�nition and desription of objets in thesene, rather than the light rays. As long as we are dealing with objets whihare the result of some alulation, suh as the surfae of a neutron star, thedesription of it is oordinate invariant if the underlying problem is formulated12



orretly. However, in order to demonstrate the e�et of a ertain geometry,we may want to visualize simple objets, like spheres, ubes, et. These objetshave to be desribed in terms of some oordinates. However, an objet whihsatis�es the equation for a sphere in one set of oordinates may not do so inanother. It is thus neessary to onstrut a oordinate invariant desription ofthe properties of the objets. In addition, something like a ube may even beimpossible to onstrut in an arbitrary spaetime.3.3 CameraIn a general relativisti framework, we should also onsider the inuene that thespaetime may have on the amera. In order to avoid unneessary ompliations,we will assume the simplest possible amera, i.e. a pinhole amera. There aretwo basi possibilities for the loation of the amera:1) The amera is loated in the asymptotially at part of the spaetime.For atual observations, this is learly the most realisti possibility. It has theadvantage that we do not need a general relativisti desription of the amera.However, the angles whih distinguish the di�erent light rays making up thepiture vanish in the asymptoti limit. This tehnial problem may be solvedby using a large, but �nite distane, or | more elegantly | by using otherquantities, suh as the impat parameter, to haraterize light rays.2) The amera is loated near the soure of the gravitational �eld.This possibility is potentially more interesting, but now we need a fullyrelativisti desription of the amera. In general, we an assume the amera tobe small with respet to the length sale of the spaetime we are pituring. Itwill then �t into its own loally inertial frame, and in the ase of aeleration, wean assume that it aelerates `as a whole'. However, we will need to determinea loal tetrad orresponding to the motion of the amera through the spaetime.All angles have to be measured with respet to this tetrad.3.4 Realizing relativisti ray-traing with onventionalray-traing programsThere are two major modi�ations that have to be applied to onventional ray-traing programs in order to handle relativisti spaetimes:� In addition to the three spae oordinate, we have to keep trak of thetime oordinate as a photon travels through spaetime.� Light rays are now geodesis of the spaetime, rather than just straightlines.The �rst modi�ation is rather straightforward. In fat, for stationary spae-times and stationary senes, it may even be omitted. The seond modi�ation13



is muh more demanding: Ray-traing odes need eÆient algorithms to deter-mine intersetions between light rays and objets in the sene. These algorithmsrely heavily on the light rays being straight lines. Changing this is muh moreinvolved than the integration of the photon path itself, and it will onsiderablyredue the eÆieny of the ode.It is therefore desirable to leave the intersetion algorithms as they are, andapproximate the light rays by segments of straight lines [7℄. Fig. 6 demonstratesthat even a strongly bent light ray an be approximated adaptively with only afew segments. These segments are then passed to the intersetion algorithm.

Figure 6: Approximating the path of a photon by straight line segments.Figure 7 shows how relativisti visualization an be inorporated into a on-ventional ray-traing program in suh a way that the physiist using this soft-ware has to supply only information about the spaetime he is studying, withouthaving to worry about the integration of the photon paths, the intersetion withobjets, or the rendering of the image.The ray-traer alls an interfae whih performs the integration of the lightrays and adaptively onverts them into straight line segments. Given the lastposition in terms of oordinates xn, it returns the next position xn+1 suhthat the ray-traer may assume that light travels in a straight line between xnand xn+1. In order to integrate the light ray (whih should typially be donewith a muh smaller step size than the onversion to straight line segments),the interfae alls a subroutine supplied by the user, passing the position anddiretion of the photon to the subroutine, and expeting the seond derivativein return. This is just the information whih an be provided using the geodesi14



equation (6).ComputerGraphics Ray-Tracer Descriptionof Objects(in terms ofcoordinates)xn xn+1Interface Adaptive Integrationof Photon PathsAdaptive Conversionto Line Segments(xn; _xn) �xnPhysics Descriptionof SpacetimeFigure 7: Inluding relativisti ray-traing in a `onventional' ray-traing pro-gram.3.5 Astrophysial ExamplesFigure ?? in [9℄ shows a piture of the surfae of a realisti, rotating neutronstar, as seen by an asymptoti observer. Due to the rotation, the surfae be-omes oblate and is not spherially symmetri any more. However, its internalstruture is still rotationally symmetri with respet to the rotation axis of thestar. In the piture, however, the surfae looks di�erent on either side of therotation axis. This e�et is espeially pronouned near the equator of the star.The reason is the di�erent bending of light rays: Due to the dragging of inertialframes near the star, photons are deeted di�erently depending on whetherthey are traveling with or against the star's rotation.Figure 8 shows a thin dis around a Kerr blak hole. This arrangement anbe regarded as a shemati representation of an aretion dis around a massive,rotating blak hole, as they our in ative galati nulei. The dis is assumedto be rigid and to have negligible mass. The hekerboard pattern on the disis not de�ned in a oordinate-independent way; rather, eah path overs a15



given range of � in Boyer-Lindquist oordinates. For omparison, both themass and the angular momentum of the blak hole are set to zero in the upperleft piture. The mass is nonzero in the upper right piture, the dis appearsdistorted and the Einstein ring, onsisting of the indiret images, appears. Inthe lower left piture, the angular momentum beomes nonzero as well. Theadditional distortion due to frame dragging is learly visible. The Einstein ring,however, disappears: Due to frame dragging, photons hit the dis again beforebeing able to omplete an orbit around the blak hole. The piture on the lowerright shows a lose-up view of the entral region.A well-known onsequene of gravitational lensing is the so-alled Einsteinring: Due to symmetry, the image of an objet right behind a gravitationallens will have the form of a ring in the image plane. In Fig. 9 we present the`true' Einstein ring: Imagine a giant billboard at the end of the universe witha portrait of a famous physiist painted on it. While viewing this portrait, ablak hole passes between us and the billboard.While it is unlikely that this `true' Einstein ring will ever be observed, im-ages of galaxies distorted by gravitational lensing have atually been seen [10℄.Figure 10 shows an image of the galaxy luster Abell 2218 taken with the Hub-ble Spae Telesope. Due to gravitational lensing, this galaxy luster providesa powerful "zoom lens" for galaxies that are so far away they may not normallybe observable with even the largest available telesopes. In partiular, severalhundred arlets an be identi�ed. These are distorted images of a very distantgalaxy population extending 5-10 times farther than the lensing luster. In addi-tion, Abell 2218 has a total of seven multiple images generated by gravitationallensing.3.6 Astrophysial Appliation: Light urves of X-ray pul-sarsAnother onsequene of relativisti light deetion is not diretly related tovisualization, but we want to point it out here beause it is of great signi�anefor astrophysis: The hange of light urves of X-ray pulsars or of aretiondiss around blak holes.X-ray pulsars onsist of binary systems where one omponent is a magnetineutron star. Matter is areted from the ompanion star, it is eventuallyfunneled, by the strong magneti �eld, towards the magneti poles where itforms two hot spots. Light deetion inreases the fration of the rotationperiod of the star where eah of these hot spots remains visible, resulting in aredued modulation of the light urve. Conversely, the interpretation of lighturves of X-ray pulsars without taking light deetion into aount results inimprobably large hot spots (up to 60Æ half opening angle), whih are neededto redue the modulation [11℄. We have shown that the same analysis, withlight deetion inluded, yields hot spots with reasonable sizes (around 10Æ halfopening angle) [12℄. 16



Figure 8: A thin dis around a blak hole. Upper left: M = 0, J = 0. Upperright: M 6= 0, J = 0. Lower left: M 6= 0, J 6= 0. Lower right: lose-up of theentral region.
17



Figure 9: The `true' Einstein ring.4 DisussionThis approah of simulating `realisti' images has, of ourse, advantages as wellas drawbaks:+ The resulting pitures are generally pretty and impressive.+ They represent what an atual observer would see.+ Therefore, they may help in the interpretation of atual measurements, suhas light urves of X-ray pulsars.+ Any physial system an be visualized, sine the simulation orresponds tothe proess of just looking at something.On the other hand:{ It may be very expensive to arry out, making ompromises neessary.{ It may be hard to predit whih onlusions somebody will draw from a givenimage. 18
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